
Sunglasses Love To Add New Styles for 2013

/EINPresswire.com/ Sunglasses Love, is adding 500 new styles to their online inventory. The

company will also launch a new virtual trial room on their website where customers can upload

their picture to see how every pair of sunglasses they select will look on them.

Designer sunglasses company, Sunglasses Love announced today that they have added more

than 500 new styles of sunglasses to their website, sunglasseslove.com. The sunglasses retailer

already has one of the biggest collections of sunglasses online, with 1000's of styles for men,

women and kids. The expanded product line guarantees that shoppers  will have no trouble

finding the perfect pair to suit their particular taste. 

The owners of Sunglasses Love will also add another new wrinkle to the shopping experience at

SunglassesLove.com. "In a very short while, shoppers visiting our website will be able to try on

every pair of sunglasses among the exciting new styles that we are adding for 2013," said

Sunglasses Love owner Upneet Kaur.

Ms. Kaur knows that one of the most important factors in choosing a pair of sunglasses is seeing

how they look, not just on their website but on their customer's face. The new virtual trial room

will give every shopper the ability to try on as many pairs of sunglasses that they want until they

find the pair, or pairs, that look best on them.  

"Part of buying a pair of sunglasses is seeing how they will look on your face before you can

settle on the right pair. With our new virtual trial room, every shopper can see exactly how they

will look in any of the the styles on our website," said Kaur. "Now, in addition to offering top

quality sunglasses at the lowest prices anywhere,our virtual trial room will turn our online store

into the most convenient sunglasses kiosk anywhere on the net or in town," she added. 

SunglassesLove.com is the home of one of the biggest selections of discount sunglasses

anywhere. Every pair of sunglasses at SunglassesLove.com come with a 100% money back

guarantee, free shipping, no minimum purchase and are all priced at $10 or less. Shopping at

the Sunglasses Love online store has never been easier with shoppers now able to find the ideal

pair of sunglasses with the help of new, user friendly features such as search by size, color, and

style. Their most popular styles are Aviator sunglasses, Wayfarer sunglasses, Polarized

sunglasses and Vintage sunglasses. 

For more information about Sunglasses Love, their new line of discount sunglasses or their

virtual trial room visit their website or call 1-888-899-2607.

http://sunglasseslove.com/PolarizedSunglasses.aspx
http://sunglasseslove.com/PolarizedSunglasses.aspx


About Sunglasses Love

Sunglasses Love is an online designer sunglasses company that sells top quality, cheap

sunglasses at incredible prices. Their discount sunglasses are comparable to expensive designer

sunglasses. Every pair of sunglasses sold by Sunglasses Love is inspected before shipping and

processed in less than 24 hours. Customer satisfaction is their number one priority and a core

principal of the company. Sunglasses Love is proud of the fact that a very high percentage of

their clients are repeat customers who were happy with the sunglasses they purchased and the

service they received.
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